We study moderate deviations in the exponential corner growth model, both in the bulk setting and the increment-stationary setting. The main results are sharp right-tail bounds on the last-passage time and the exit point of the increment-stationary process. The arguments utilize calculations with the stationary version and a moment generating function identity due to E. Rains, for which we give a short probabilistic proof. As applications of the deviation bounds, we derive upper bounds on the speed of distributional convergence in the Busemann function and competition interface limits.
Introduction
This work derives sharp quantitative fluctuation bounds in the exponential corner growth model (CGM). Our main results are new, but we also rederive an upper bound for the bulk last-passage percolation (LPP) process that has been proved previously both with probabilistic arguments through a coupling with the exclusion process and with integrable probability. The proofs in the present paper utilize the increment-stationary LPP process (introduced below in Section 2.2) and planarity.
A difficult technical hurdle in the probabilistic approach to LPP has been accessing the left tail of the last-passage time. The present paper demonstrates how this difficulty can be overcome in a number of interrelated problems in one of the most studied representatives of the KPZ class, namely, the exponential CGM.
The starting point of our development is a moment generating function identity from a preprint of E. Rains [17] , recorded as Proposition 2.1 below. We give a short probabilistic proof of this identity utilizing the increment-stationary LPP process. Unlike the two proofs in [17] , our argument does not require explicit formulas for the distribution of the last-passage times.
The contributions of this paper are listed below. The main results are items (i) and (ii). Items (i)-(iv) are new results.
(i) An upper moderate deviation bound for the exit point in the increment-stationary LPP process (Theorem 2.5). This bound is sharp and matches a recently obtained lower bound (Remark 2.6). (ii) Sharp moderate deviation bounds for the right tail of the increment-stationary LPP process (Theorem 2.3). Notation and conventions. X " Exppλq for λ ą 0 means that X is a rate λ exponential random variable, with mean, variance and moment generating function EpXq " λ´1, VarpXq " λ´2 and Epe tX q " λpt´λq´11 ttăλu`8 1 ttěλu for t P R. rns " t1, 2, . . . , nu for n P Z ą0 , and r0s " H. inf H " 8 and sup H "´8.
The value of the constants may change between subsequent steps of a derivation.
Model and main results
2.1. Last-passage times and exit points. An up-right path of length l P Z ą0 is a finite sequence π " pπ i q iPrls on Z 2 such that π i`1´πi P tp1, 0q, p0, 1qu for i P rl´1s. Let Π m,n p,q denote the set of all up-right paths π " pπ i q iPrls from π 1 " pp,P Z 2 to π l " pm, nq P Z 2 . Let tωpi, jq : i, j P Z ą0 u be independent, Expp1q-distributed random weights. Define the bulk last-passage time from pp,P Z 2 ą0 to pm, nq P Z 2 ą0 by G p,q pm, nq " max πPΠ m,n p,q ÿ pi,jqPπ ωpi, jq. (2.1)
We omit the subscript on the left-hand side when p " q " 1. For brevity, we also suppress the vertex pm, nq from the notation in the computations below if there is no risk of confusion.
We also consider last-passage times defined on Z 2 ě0 with boundary weights: For w ą 0 and z ă 1, let tp ω w,z pi, jq : i, j P Z ě0 u be independent random weights with marginal distributions given by p ω w,z p0, 0q " 0, and p ω w,z pi, jq "
2)
Then define the last-passage time from pp,P Z 2 ě0 to pm, nq P Z 2 ě0 by p G w,z p,q pm, nq " max Several notational simplifications will be employed. We drop one z from the superscript when w " z ( p G z " p G z,z ) and drop the subscript when p " q " 0 ( p G w,z " p G w,z 0,0 ). When p ą 0 the Expp1´zq boundary weights p ω w,z p0, jq do not enter definition (2.3) , and hence we omit z (for example, p G w,z 1,0 " p G w 1,0 ). Similarly w is omitted when q ą 0. The convention in (2.2) is chosen so that p G z is the increment-stationary LPP process. Define the (maximal) horizontal and vertical exit points by Z w,z,hor pm, nq " max`0, maxtk P rms : p G w,z pm, nq " p G w pk, 0q`G k,1 pm, nqu(2.4) Z w,z,ver pm, nq " max`0, maxtl P rns : p G w,z pm, nq " p G z p0, lq`G 1,l pm, nqu˘. (2.5) Since the weights in (2.2) have continuous distributions, a.s. there exists a unique path (the geodesic) π m,n p,q P Π m,n p,q that maximizes the right-hand side of (2.3). Z w,z,hor pm, nq equals the horizontal coordinate of the last vertex π m,n p,q visits on the horizontal axis, and similary for Z w,z,ver pm, nq. A.s., exactly one of Z w,z,hor pm, nq and Z w,z,ver pm, nq is nonzero.
All the weights can be coupled through a single collection tηpi, jq : i, j P Z ě0 u of i.i.d. Expp1q-distributed random real numbers by setting ωpi, jq " ηpi, jq for i, j P Z ą0 and (2.6) ω w,z pi, jq " ηpi, jqˆ1 ti,ją0u`1 tią0,j"0u w`1 ti"0,ją0u 1´z˙f or i, j P Z ě0 . (2.7) M z px, yq " p ?
x`?yq 2 for x, y P R ě0 . (2.11) A seminal result of H. Rost [19] identifies (2.11) as the following limit:
N´1GprN xs, rN ysq " γpx, yq for x, y P R ą0 P-a.s. (2.12) The unique minimizer in (2.11) is given by ζpx, yq " ?
x ?
x`?y for x, y ą 0. (2.13) This defines a bijection between directions (unit vectors) in R 2 ą0 and the interval p0, 1q. When z " ζpx, yq, px, yq is the characteristic direction of the p G z -process. In this direction the geodesic from the origin exits the boundary within a submacroscopic neighborhood of the origin. More precisely, for fixed x, y ą 0 and z P p0, 1q, We record an identity that links (2.15) to the l.m.g.f. of the p G w,z -process.
Proposition 2.1 ([17] ). Let m, n P Z ě0 and w, z P p0, 1q. Then log Erexptpw´zq p G w,z pm, nqus " L w,z pm, nq.
γpx, yq ζpx, yq Proof. Recall (2.2). The second equality below uses the product inside the expectation as a Radon-Nikodym derivative. This changes the rates of the exponential weights on the vertices tpi, 0q : i P rmsu from w to z. Then we use shift invariance (2.9).
log Ere pw´zq p G w,z pm,nq s " log E "ˆm ź
A more general form of Proposition 2.1 appeared in a preprint of E. Rains [17, Corollaries 3.3-3.4]. His version covers mixtures of exponential and Poisson LPP, and mixtures of geometric and Bernoulli LPP, and allows some inhomogeneity in parameters. [17] provides two proofs for the identity, both of which ultimately rely on exact determinantal formulas for the distribution of the last-passage times developed in [2] . The short argument above extends readily to inhomogeneous exponential LPP but we have not attempted to verify this in the full setting of [17] .
2.4.
Right tail moderate deviation upper bound for the bulk LPP. Our first result is a rederivation of a well-known upper bound [14, 20] for the right tail deviations of the bulk LPP process. We obtain this bound as a fairly immediate consequence of the easier "ď" half of Proposition 2.1 via the exponential Markov's inequality and some simple estimates.
In the next statement and beyond, to ensure uniformity, we often restrict to the vertices inside the cone S δ " tpx, yq P R 2 ą0 : x ě δy and y ě δxu.
defined for x, y P R ą0 acts as a scaling factor below. It is connected to (2.10) through σpx, yq 3 "
Note that, when x and y are both large, σpx, yq is of order px`yq 1{3 .
for pm, nq P S δ X Z 2 ą0 and s P r0, c 0 pm`nq 2{3 s. This bound was first deduced in [20, p. 622 ] along the diagonal direction from an explicit computation of the right tail large deviation rate function (recalled in (3.6) below), based on couplings with the stationary totally asymmetric simple exclusion process, the superadditivity of the last-passage times and coarse graining arguments. As observed in [20] , by virtue of superadditivity, the rate function serves as an upper bound on the right tail deviations, not just asymptotically but also for finite pm, nq. Therefore, Theorem (2.2) can be obtained from an expansion of the rate function around the shape function. An alternative computation of the rate function utilizing an exact distributional formula [14, Proposition 1.4] for the lastpassage times appeared in [14, Theorem 1.6] . Although the rate in [14, (1.21) ] is not explicit, it can presumably be made so as in the geometric case [14, (2.21) ]. Then superadditivity and an expansion similar to [14, (2. 23)] would establish the theorem above.
Compared with [14, 20] , our proof does not require a distributional formula or superadditivity. Consequently, it adapts more readily to various directed percolation and polymer models that possess tractable increment-stationary versions. Eliminating the need for superadditivity can be useful in inhomogeneous settings (such as those in [10] ) where the absence of translation invariance of the weights prevents the use of superadditive ergodicity.
The bound in Theorem 2.2 is expected to capture accurately the behavior of the right tail of the bulk LPP process, based on the same prediction [1, (1.19) ] made for the LPP with i.i.d. geometric weights. In [1] , the authors carried out a Riemann-Hilbert analysis to obtain precise asymptotics for the left tail deviations of the geometric LPP, and suggested that a similar analysis would yield the asymptotics for the right tail. Presumably, one can also adapt the analysis to the present setting. An important further step would be the derivation of the matching lower bound entirely from the increment-stationary LPP. This appears to require an entirely new idea.
2.5.
Right tail moderate deviation rate for the increment-stationary LPP. Theorem 2.3. Fix δ ą 0, K ě 0 and p ą 0. Let pm, nq P S δ X Z 2 ą0 and z P p0, 1q with |z´ζpm, nq| ď Kpm`nq´1 {3`p .
The following statements hold. (a) Fix s 0 ą 0. There are constants C 0 " C 0 pδq ą 0, 0 " 0 pδq ą 0 and N 0 " N 0 pδ, K, p, s 0 q ą 0 such that
whenever s P rs 0 , 0 pm`nq 2{3 s and m, n ě N 0 . (b) There are constants C 1 " C 1 pδq ą 0, 1 " 1 pδq ą 0, N 1 " N 1 pδ, K, pq ą 0, s 1 ą 0 and η ą 0 such that for s P rs 1 , 1 pm`nq 2{3 s and m, n ě N 1 ,
We state a limiting version as a corollary.
Corollary 2.4. Fix p P p0, 2{3q, x, y, s P R ą0 and write ζ " ζpx, yq. Then
2.6. Upper bounds for the exit points. The next pair of results provides upper bounds for the deviations of the exit points (2.4)-(2.5) in the increment-stationary case w " z. We consider separately two regimes distinguished by the proximity of the z-parameter to the minimizer (2.13).
2.6.1. Around the characteristic direction (small |z´ζ| regime). When m, n P Z ą0 are both large and z P p0, 1q is sufficiently close to ζ " ζpm, nq, the geodesic π m,n,z 0,0 from the origin to pm, nq P Z 2 ą0 typically visits order pm`nq 2{3 many vertices on the boundary before entering into the bulk. For large s ą 0, the probability that one exit point is at least distance spm`nq 2{3 away from the origin is expected to be of order expt´cs 3 u for some constant c ą 0, as explained on p. 7 in [22] .
The next theorem establishes the expected upper bound. The best previous upper bound accessible without integrable probability was polynomial of order s´3 [21, Proposition 5.9]. Remarks in [5, Remark 1.3] and [22, p. 7] suggest that the result can also be derived from a left tail bound for the largest eigenvalue of the Laguerre ensemble from [15] . Theorem 2.5. For δ ą 0 and K ě 0 there exist finite constants c 0 " c 0 pδq ą 0, N 0 " N 0 pδ, Kq ą 0 and s 0 " s 0 pδ, Kq ą 0 such that the following holds:
PtmaxtZ z,hor pm, nq, Z z,ver pm, nqu ě spm`nq 2{3 u ď expt´c 0 s 3 u for all pm, nq P S δ X Z 2 ěN 0 , s ě s 0 , and z P p0, 1q such that |z´ζpm, nq| ď Kpm`nq´1 {3 . Remark 2.6. [22, Theorem 4.4] gives the following lower bound that matches the upper bound of Theorem 2.5. For δ ą 0 there exist finite positive constants c 1 , N 1 , s 1 , and s 2 , all functions of δ, such that the following holds:
PtmaxtZ z,hor pm, nq, Z z,ver pm, nqu ě s minpm 2{3 , n 2{3 qu ě expt´c 1 s 3 u for all pm, nq P Z 2 ěN 1 and all z P rδ, 1´δs, whenever s 1 ď s ď s 2 minpm 1{3 , n 1{3 q. This bound was proved without integrable probability, by an adaptation of a change-of-measure argument from [4, 21] .
The exit point upper bound serves as an input to various proofs in the non-integrable literature on LPP. Some of these results can potentially be strengthened through Theorem 2.5. For example, the upper bound in [22, Theorem 2.3] can presumably be made optimal.
2.6.2. Off-characteristic directions (large |z´ζ| regime). For large m, n P Z ą0 and z P p0, 1q sufficiently away from the minimizer ζ " ζpm, nq, with high probability, the geodesic π m,n,z 0,0 from the origin to vertex pm, nq prefers to move horizontally if z ă ζ and vertically if z ą ζ.
The following proposition provides an upper bound on the probability of the geodesic taking the less likely initial direction. The statement is a main ingredient in the proofs of several results below and may be of independent interest. Proposition 2.7. Fix δ ą 0. Let pm, nq P Z 2 ą0 X S δ , ζ " ζpm, nq and z P p0, 1q. There exists a constant c 0 " c 0 pδq ą 0 such that the following statements hold. for m, n P Z ą0 , i P rms and j P rns. Due to the convention from (2.1), these increments are equal to`8 when i " m and j " n, respectively.
The a.s. directional limits of (2.21) and (2.22) are known to exist. For any given direction vector px, yq P R 2 ą0 there exists a stationary stochastic process tb hor i,j px, yq, b ver i,j px, yq : i, j P Z ą0 u and an event of full probability on which the limits lim N Ñ8 B hor i,j pm N , n N q " b hor i,j px, yq and lim N Ñ8
hold for all pi, jq P Z 2 ą0 and for all sequences tpm N , n N qu N ě1 Ă Z 2 ą0 such that mintm N , n N u Ñ 8 and m N {n N Ñ x{y.
Following the approach of C. Newman [16] , the existence of these limits was first proved by P. A. Ferrari and L. Pimentel in [11] for a deterministic set of directions of full Lebesgue measure, see the remarks following Propositions 7-9 therein. The result was subsequently extended to all directions by D. Coupier [7, Theorem 1] . The limits were later established in broad generality in a joint work of the third author [13, Theorem 3.1]. Their result covers LPP with i.i.d. weights bounded from below and of finite pth moment for some p ą 2, and applies to all directions except those into the closed (possibly degenerate) flat regions of the shape function with at least one boundary direction where the shape function is not differentiable. These restrictions on directions disappear with exponential weights since the shape function (2.11) is differentiable and strictly concave on R 2 ą0 . Follow-up work by the authors [9] will consider the structure of these limits in a non-stationary generalization of the model studied in this paper. The limits (2.23 ) are examples of Busemann functions evaluated, respectively, at pairs ppi, jq, pi`1, jqq and ppi, jq, pi, j`1qq of successive vertices. The Busemann function of the G-process in direction of px, yq can be fully defined as the a.s. px, yq-directional limit of the discrete gradients of the G-process with respect to the initial point. We do not formally introduce the more general notion here since (2.23) suffices for the sequel.
The following distributional properties of the Busemann functions were obtained in [6, Lemma 3.3] . The marginal distributions are given by b hor i,j px, yq " Exptζpx, yqu and b ver i,j px, yq " Expt1´ζpx, yqu (2.24) for pi, jq P Z 2 ą0 and px, yq P R 2 ą0 . Furthermore, for any down-right path π " pπ k q kPrls in Z 2 ą0 , tb hor π k px, yq : k P rl´1s and π k`1 " π k`p 1, 0qu Y tb ver π k px, yq : k P rls t1u and π k´1 " π k`p 0, 1qu are jointly independent.
(2.25)
For m, n P Z ą0 and k, l, p, q P Z ě0 with k ď m and l ď n, the joint c.d.f. of the pre-limit increments tB hor i`p,1`q pm`p, n`qq : i P rksu Y tB ver 1`p,j`q pm`p, n`qq : j P rlsu (2.26) is denoted for s " ps i q iPrks P R k and t " pt j q jPrls P R l by F m,n k,l ps, tq " PtB hor i,1 pm, nq ď s i for i P rks and B ver 1,j pm, nq ď t j for j P rlsu. F m,n,hor k,l ps, tq " PtB hor i,1 pm, nq ą s i for i P rks and B ver 1,j pm, nq ď t j for j P rlsu (2.30) F m,n,ver k,l ps, tq " PtB hor i,1 pm, nq ď s i for i P rks and B ver 1,j pm, nq ą t j for j P rlsu (2.31) for m, n P Z ą0 , k P rms Y t0u, l P rns Y t0u, s " ps i q iPrks P R k and t " pt j q jPrls P R l . Together these functions encode the same information as those in (2.27). However, due to the monotonicity structure of the increments (2.21)-(2.22) described in Lemma A.3, it turns out easier to work with (2.30)-(2.31) than with (2.27). In this same vein, introduce the functions f z,hor k,l ps, tq " Ptp ω z pi, 0q ą s i for i P rks and p ω z p0, jq ď t j for j P rls for z P p0, 1q and k, l, s, t as above. 
2.8. Speed of the distributional convergence to the competition interface. For the definitions in this subsection, restrict to the full probability event on which the geodesic π m,n from p1, 1q to pm, nq is unique for all m, n P Z ą0 . Partition Z 2 ą0 tp1, 1qu into the subsets
As a consequence of planarity and the uniqueness of geodesics, the sets above enjoy the following structure: pk, lq P T hor implies that pi, jq P T hor for i P Z ěk and j P rls (2.36) pk, lq P T ver implies that pi, jq P T ver for i P rks and j P Z ěl .
(2.37)
The competition interface (depicted in Figure 2 .2) is a notion of a boundary between T hor and T ver introduced by P. A. Ferrari and L. Pimentel in [11] . One precise definition of it is as the unique sequence ϕ " pϕ n q nPZ ą0 " pϕ hor n , ϕ ver n q nPZ ą0 in Z 2 ą0 such that pϕ hor n`1 , ϕ ver n q P T hor pϕ hor n , ϕ ver n`1 q P T ver and ϕ hor n`ϕ ver n " n`1 (2.38) for n P Z ą0 . The existence and uniqueness of ϕ can be seen from properties (2.36)-(2.37). The original definition from [11] describes the competition interface recursively as follows:
for n P Z ą1 . The equivalence of (2.38) and (2.39)-(2.40) can be verified by induction. Theorem 1 of [11] proves that the rescaled competition interface n´1ϕ n converges a.s. as n Ñ 8 and identifies the limit distribution. The existence of the a.s. limit has been later proved for i.i.d. weights bounded from below and with continuous marginal distributions of finite pth moment for some p ą 2, and under the assumption that the shape function is differentiable at the endpoints of its linear segments [12, Theorem 2.6]. The distributional limit of the competition interface can be phrased in our notation as follows: For x P r0, 1s, lim nÑ8 Ptϕ hor n ď nxu " ?
x`?1´x and lim nÑ8 Ptϕ ver n ď nxu "
? 1´x ?
x`?1´x .
The next result bounds the speed of convergence above. Theorem 2.9. Let δ ą 0. There exists a constant C 0 " C 0 pδq ą 0 such thaťˇˇˇP tϕ hor n ď nxu´?
x`?1´xˇˇˇˇď C 0ˆl og n n˙1
{3
Ptϕ ver n ď nxu´?
1´x ?
{3 for x P rδ, 1´δs and n P Z ą1 .
Proof of Theorem 2.2
Recalling (2.15), define
Note that the right-hand side is infinite when λ ě 1 due to our convention that inf H " 8. This function provides an upper bound for the l.m.g.f. of the G-process. Proof. For λ ě 1, the inequality holds trivially since then the right-hand side is infinite. For λ P r0, 1q, the inequality follows from Proposition 2.1 since Gpm, nq ď p G w,z pm, nq for any w, z P p0, 1q. 
Thus, (3.2) acquires a geometric interpretation as the signed area between the horizontal line passing through p0, sq and the curve t Þ Ñ M t px, yq, t P p0, 1q. This will be helpful in visualizing various formulas below, see Figure ( In the next lemma, (3.5) appears as an upper bound for the right tail deviations of the bulk LPP. This function is also the homogeneous case of the representation for the right tail large deviation rate function in [8, Theorem 2.7] . As mentioned in [8, Example 2.6], one can compute (3.5) explicity. For s ě γpx, yq,
which recovers the formula from [20, Theorem 4.4] . Above, the inverse hyperbolic cosine is given by cosh´1ptq " logpt`?t 2´1 q for t P R ě1 .
The functions in (3.1) and (3.5) are connected through convex duality:
Lemma 3.2. Let m, n P Z ą0 and s P R. Then log PtGpm, nq ě su ď´I s pm, nq.
Proof. By the exponential Markov's inequality and Lemma 3.1, log PtGpm, nq ě su ď´λs`L λ pm, nq for λ P R ě0 .
The claim then follows from (3.7).
Our proof of Theorem 2.2 comes from a suitable lower bound on (3.5) . With this and also applications in subsequent sections in mind, we turn to developing some estimates for (2.15) and (3.2) beginning with some trivial observations. Recall the definition of the cone S δ from (2.16). Lemma 3.4. Let x, y P R ą0 and z P p0, 1q. Abbreviate γ " γpx, yq, ζ " ζpx, yq and σ " σpx, yq. The following statements hold.
(b) For δ ą 0 and ą 0, there exists a constant C 0 " C 0 pδ, q such that
Proof. From definitions (2.10), (2.11) and (2.13), and the identity
Recalling the definition of σ from (2.17), one obtains that
This verifies (a). Part (b) follows from bounding the last expression above using Lemma 3.3(a)-(b) and the assumption z P p , 1´ q.
Lemma 3.5. Let x, y P R ą0 , s P R and w, z P p0, 1q with w ě z. Abbreviate γ " γpx, yq, ζ " ζpx, yq and σ " σpx, yq. The following statements hold.
Proof. This follows from the identities ( 
L λ,w,z px, yq " maxtL λ,w,hor px, yq, L λ,z,ver px, yqu. for x, y P R ą0 , λ P R ě0 , w P p0, 1s and z P r0, 1q, These definitions specialize to (3.1) when w " 1 and z " 0. Lemma 4.3 below shows that the functions in (4.1)-(4.2) furnish upper bounds for the l.m.g.f.s of p G w 1,0 , p G z 0,1 and p G w,z -processes, respectively.
For ease of reference, the next lemma collects a few simple properties of the function (2.10). See Figure 2 .1 for a plot.
Proof. This is straightforward to verify from definitions (2.10), (2.11) and (2.13).
Lemma 4.1 implies that, for each λ P p0, 1q, there exists a unique pair w " ζ λ px, yq and z " ζ λ px, yq in p0, 1q such that w´z " λ and M w px, yq " M z px, yq. 
The next lemma describes the minimizers of (4.1) in terms of (4.3). In particular, taking w " 1 in part (a) (or z " 0 in part (b)) shows that the infimum in (3.1) is attained uniquely at w " ζ λ px, yq and z " ζ λ px, yq. Proof. By assumption, λ " u´v P r0, 1q. Definitions (2.15) and (3.1) give L u,v px, yq " 0 " L 0 px, yq when λ " 0. Consider the case λ P p0, 1q now. One computes from (2.15) that
The right-hand side is an increasing, continuous function with range R due to Lemma 4.1, and equals zero at t " ζ λ P pλ, 1q by (4.3). This together with definition (4.1) implies (a). The proof of (b) is similar. In the case w ě ζ λ " ζ λ pm, nq, monotonicity and (4.7) also give
Bounds in (4.7)-(4.8) can be combined as At the endpoints w " 1 and z " 0, these functions recover the bulk rate function of (3.5): The next lemma expresses the maximizers of the suprema in (4.11) in terms of (4.14). In preparation for its statement, introduce
for x, y P R ą0 , w P p0, 1s and z P r0, 1q. The second equalities above follow from Lemma 4.1. For fixed w P p0, 1s and z P r0, 1q, the functions in (4.18)-(4.19) are the shape functions of the p G w 1,0 and p G z 0,1 -processes, respectively, in a sense analogous to the limit (2.12). This fact is recorded, for example, in [13, Lemma 6.4] . The functions in (4.11)-(4.12) are clearly nonnegative. The regions of positivity for these functons can also be readily identified from the definitions and The equivalence (4.20), for example, can also be seen from The derivative exists at the transition point (which occurs when w ă 1) since (4.23)-(4.24) are continuous in λ and coincide when ζ λ " w. Combining the two cases, the derivative can be written as s´M mintw,ζ λ u´λ px, yq " s´M mintw´λ,ζ λ u px, yq. Recalling (4.3)-(4.5), the superscript on the right-hand side is a decreasing continuous function of λ from p0, wq onto p0, mintw, ζuq where ζ " ζpx, yq. Then it follows from Lemma 4.1 that the right-hand side of (4.25) defines a continuous, decreasing function with range p´8, s´M mintw,ζu px, yqq " p´8, s´γ w,hor px, yqq. Therefore, this function changes sign once and from positive to negative at unique λ 0 P p0, wq given by mintw´λ 0 , ζ λ 0 u " ξ ś P p0, mintw, ζuq. The second equality in (4.27) is a claim to be justified now. If w ą ζ λ 0 then, by (4.3) and (4.26), ζ λ 0 " ζ λ 0´λ 0 " mintw´λ 0 , ζ λ 0´λ 0 u " mintw´λ 0 , ζ λ 0 u " ξ ś . Therefore, ζ λ 0 " ξ s in view of (4.17), and the claim holds. In the remaining case w ď ζ λ 0 , (4.26) implies that w´λ 0 " ξ ś ď ζ λ 0 . Then λ 0 ď ξ s´ξś by (4.17) and since the function λ Þ Ñ ζ λ px, yq is decreasing on p0, 1q. Consequently, w " λ 0`ξ ś ď ξ s , and the claim holds.
Extracted from the preceding proof, the next lemma relates (4.1)-(4.2) with (4.11)-(4.12) through convex duality. The case of equality in part (a) is apparent in Figure 4 Proof. The inequality claimed in (a) holds strictly if λ ě w because then L λ,w,hor px, yq " 8 by definition (4.1). In the case λ " 0, the inequality also holds since I w,hor s px, yq ě 0 and L 0 px, yq " 0 as clear from definitions (3.1) and (3.5) . Equality occurs precisely when s ď γ w,hor px, yq by (4.20) . Now consider the case λ P p0, wq. Then the claimed inequality follows from the third step in the derivation of (4.22). Since the derivative (4.24) is not identically zero on p0, wq, (4.22) and the nonnegativity of (4.11) imply that I w,hor s px, yq ą 0. Therefore, s ą γ w,hor px, yq by (4.20). Now (4.26)-(4.27) show that the case of equality is precisely when λ " λ 0 " mintw, ξ s u´ξ ś . The proof of (b) is similar. 
whenever pm, nq P S δ X Z 2 ěN 0 , P rs 0 pm`nq´2 {3 , 0 s, s P R ěs 0 and w, z P p0, 1q with maxt|w´ζpm, nq|, |z´ζpm, nq|u ď Kpm`nq´1 {3´p . (4.28)
Proof. Let pm, nq P S δ , and abbreviate γ " γpm, nq, ζ " ζpm, nq and σ " σpm, nq. Pick w, z P p0, 1q such that (4.28) holds. Put w 1 " mintw, ζu and z 1 " maxtz, ζu. It follows from 
where t " mints, Su. The same bound also holds for I z,ver γ`σs pm, nq via similar arguments. The result then follows from definition (4.12) and Lemma 4.6.
4.3.
Lower bound for the l.m.g.f. Our development until now only required the "ď" half of Proposition 2.1. The next lemma is the place in this section where the "ě" half comes in.
The restriction λ ě w´z in the statement is vacuous in the case w ď z. This permits the derivation of sharp lower bounds for right tail of the increment-stationary LPP from the lemma. The upper bound in Lemma 3.1 is expected to be a sharp estimate up to a constant error for the l.m.g.f. of the bulk. This means that the conclusion of the next lemma should hold up to a constant in the most restrictive case w " 1 and z " 0. Therefore, it is plausible that the lemma essentially holds for any λ P R ě0 . Proof. Begin with the case λ ă mintw, 1´zu. The first step below comes from the inequalities w´λ ď z and z`λ ě w, and the monotonicity of (2.3) in w, z. The subsequent steps use Proposition 2.1, Lemma 4.2(a) and definitions (4.1)-(4.2).
log Ere λ p G w,z pm,nq s ě maxtlog Ere λ p G w,w´λ pm,nq s, log Ere λ p G z`λ,z pm,nq su " maxtL w,w´λ pm, nq, L z`λ,z pm, nqu ě maxtL λ,w,hor pm, nq, L λ,z,ver pm, nqu " L λ,w,z pm, nq.
In the case λ ě mintw, 1´zu, the bound also holds trivially since log Ere λ p G w,z pm,nq s ě maxtlog Ere λω w p1,0q s, log Ere λω z p0,1q su " 8.
4.4.
Lower bound for the right tail. We begin with developing some estimates towards the proof of the lower bound in Theorem 2.3.
The following lemma approximates the maximizers defined at (4.14) . The reader might wonder why the proof is based on the implicit representation (4.14) not on the exact formulas (4.15). The reason is our wish to keep the argument more amenable to generalization to the settings (as in [10] ) where the analogues of (4.14) are in place yet exact formulas such as (4.15) are not available. Lemma 4.9. Fix δ ą 0. There exist constants 0 " 0 pδq ą 0 and C 0 " C 0 pδq ą 0 such that, with s " γpx, yq`σpx, yqt,ˇˇˇξ s px, yq´ζpx, yq´? t σpx, yqˇˇˇˇď
whenever px, yq P S δ and t P r0, px`yq 2{3 s.
Proof. By Lemmas 3.3(a) and 3.4(a), M z px, yq´γ " pz´ζq 2 γ zp1´zq ě pz´ζq 2 px`yq for x, y P R ą0 and z P p0, 1q, (4.33)
where γ " γpx, yq and ζ " ζpx, yq. Abbreviate ξ s " ξ s px, yq and σ " σpx, yq. Let P p0, 1{2q to be chosen below, and work with t ď px`yq 2{3 . Since M ξ s px, yq " s " γ`σt, setting z " ξ s in (4.33), rearranging terms and using Lemma 3.3(c), one obtains that
for some constant c " cpδq ą 0. Lemma 3.3(b) and (4.34) imply that, with " pδq chosen sufficiently small, ξ s P pc 1 , 1´c 1 q for px, yq P S δ for some constant c 1 " c 1 pδq ą 0. 
This proves the claimed estimate for ξ s . The estimate for ξ ś follows similarly.
The next lemma estimates the functions from (4.11).
Lemma 4.10. Fix δ ą 0 and C ą 0. Let px, yq P S δ , and abbreviate γ " γpx, yq, ζ " ζpx, yq and σ " σpx, yq. Let t P R ą0 and s " γ`σt. There exist constants c 0 , C 0 , K 0 ą 0 that depend only on δ and C such that the following statements hold whenever t ď c 0 px`yq 2{3 .
Proof. We only prove (a) since the proof of (b) is similar. By Lemmas 3.3(b) and 3.4(b), |M z px, yq´γ´σ 3 pz´ζq 2 | ď C 0 px`yq|z´ζ| 3 for z P p0, 1q with |z´ζ| ď (4.39)
for some constants C 0 " C 0 pδq and " pδq ą 0. Let K 0 " K 0 pδ, Cq ą 0 be an unspecified constant for the moment. By virtue of Lemma 3.3(c), one can pick a constant c 0 " c 0 pδ, Cq ą 0 such that the interval for u is nonempty and |w´ζ| ď for t ď c 0 px`yq 2{3 . Work with such t below. The next step is to ensure that s represents a right tail deviation, namely, s ą γ w,hor px, yq. where ξ s " ξ s px, yq. Appealing to Lemma 4.9, one obtains the estimatešˇˇˇm intw, ξ s u´ζ´? t σ mintu, 1uˇˇˇˇď Proof. Let 0 pδq ą 0, N 0 " N 0 pδ, K, p, ηq ą 0, s 0 ą 0 and η ą 0 denote constants to be specified below. Let pm, nq P S δ X Z 2 ěN 0 and w, z P p0, 1q satisfy (4.46). Let s P rs 0 , 0 pm`nq 2{3 s, (4.47) after taking N 0 large enough to ensure that the above interval is nonempty.
First, some preliminaries. Remembering definition (4.12), due to the symmetry, it causes no loss in generality below to assume that I w,z γ`σs " I w,hor γ`σs . pm`nq 1{3`p ě w´z for small enough 0 and large enough N 0 . (4.55)
The derivation beginning with (4.56) below uses (4.48) in the first step. The second step applies Lemma 4.5(a) recalling the choice (4.51) of λ and verifying from definition (4.18), Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4(a), and assumptions (4.46) and (4.47) that γ w,hor ď M w ď γ`cpw´ζq 2 pm`nq ď γ`cK 2 pm`nq 1{3´2p ă γ`σs 0 ď γ`σs for some constant c " cpδq ą 0 and sufficiently large N 0 . The first line ends with using definition (4.2). The second inequality below is by virtue of Lemma 4.8 and condition (4.55). The subsequent step rewrites the expectation as an integral via Fubini's theorem. Putting t 0 " s 0 {4, the last inequality comes from breaking the preceding integration at γ`σt 0 into two parts, and then trivially bounding the probability in the first part. The final step computes the first integral and changes the variable in the second. expt´I w,z γ`σs u " expt´I w,hor γ`σs u " exptL λ,w,hor´λ γ´λσsu ď exptL λ,w,z´λ γ´λσsu (4.56)
Pt p G w,z ě γ`σtue λσpt´sq dt. The contribution from the first term to (4.57) can be bounded by means of (4.50) and the lower bound in (4.47): For large enough N 0 , exptλσpt 0´s qu ď exp "´3 λσs 4
The next task is to bound from above the second term in (4.57). For the sake of more compact notation, write S " 4 0 pm`nq 2{3 and µ " µptq " mintt, Su for t P R.
By virtue of Lemma 4.7, for small enough 0 and large enough C 0 and N 0 ,
for t ě t 0 . Utilizing (4.50) and (4.52), one also has
? spt´sq`C 0 |t´s|ˆK pm`nq p`s pm`nq 1{3˙* (4.64) for t ě t 0 and large enough C 0 and N 0 . Define where the second inequality holds for small enough 0 and large enough N 0 , and the last inequality holds provided that a is chosen sufficiently close to 1. The third inequality invokes Lemma A.2 (with " 2s noting that the preceding exponent is maximized at a´2s ď 2s). In a similar way and using 4s ď S, one also has after possibly increasing s 0 , η and N 0 . Any t ě s 0 with 2t ď 0 pm`nq 2{3 can be represented as t " s´s 1{2 η for some s with (4.47) and s´t " s 1{2 η ď 2t 1{2 η provided that s 0 is large enough. Then (4.70) implies that
for some absolute constant C ą 0. The result then follows upon adjusting the constants C 0 and 0 by a factor of 2.
Proof of Theorem 2.3. Parts (a) and (b) are special cases of Lemmas 4.7 and 4.11, respectively.
To obtain Corollary 2.4, one needs one more lemma comparing the minimizer (2.13) at different vertices. Proof. Recalling (2.11) and (2.13), for example, the first identity can be verified as follows:
ζpx`δ, yq´ζpx, yq " ?
x`δ ?
x`δ`?y´?
x`?y "
? yp ?
x`δ´?xq p ?
x`δ`?yqp ?
x`?yq The first inequality in the next development comes from the stochastic monotonicity of the exponential distribution. The second line follows because the exponent there equals zero on the event tZ z´λ,z,hor pm, nq ą ku in view of definition (2.4) . The subsequent steps use the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, independence and shift invariance. The last term has a minus sign in front since the order of the parameters z´λ and z has been switched in the superscript, see definition (2.15) .
Write r γ, r ζ, r ζ λ and r σ for the values of the functions γ, ζ, ζ λ and σ, respectively, evaluated at pm´k, nq. Using Combining (5.6) and (5.7) gives
The last inequality holds with sufficiently small since λ ď η .
As a consequence of (5.8), z´λ ě r ζ λ . Therefore, the middle term on the right-hand side of (5.3) equals L λ pm´k, nq by virtue of Lemma 4.2(a). Hence, 2 log PtZ z,hor pm, nq ą ku ď k logˆz´λ z´2λ˙`L λ pm´k, nq´L z,z´λ pm, nq
The first term on the right-hand side of (5.9) is at most
on account of the inequality´logp1´tq ď 2t for t P r0, 1{2s, the condition 4λ ă c ă z, and the choices of k and λ. To bound the contribution of the remaining terms in (5.9), apply Lemmas 3.5 and 5.1 remembering that z, z´λ P rc{2, 1´c{2s from (5.1) and (5.2) . Then, for some constant C 0 " C 0 pδq ą 0, L λ pm´k, nq´L z,z´λ pm´k, nq ďˆλr γ`λ Recalling that z´r ζ ě 2λ from (5.6) and using Lemma 3.3(c) lead to (5.11) ď´c 0 pm`nqλpz´r ζq 2 ď´c 0 ηa 2 0 s 3 for s ě s 0 (5.12) for some constant c 0 " c 0 pδq ą 0 provided that is sufficiently small. Comparing the powers of η-factors in (5.10) and (5.12) , one concludes from (5.9) that, with η sufficiently small, PtZ z,hor pm, nq ě spm`nq 2{3 u ď expt´c 0 s 3 u for s P rs 0 , pm`nq 1{3 s. Proof of Proposition 2.7. By symmetry, it suffices to only prove (a). Assume z ă ζ and write λ " pζ´zq{4 ą 0. In the computations below, the vertex is fixed at pm, nq. Using monotonicity, definition (2.3), the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, Proposition 2.1, Lemma 4.3(b) and definition (4.1) in this order, one arrives at
The last exponent can be bounded by means of Lemmas 3.3(c) and 3.5(b) as follows:
provided that λ ď for some constants C 0 , c 0 , ą 0 depending only on δ. This completes the proof in the case λ ď . When λ P p , 1q, the same bound also holds after adjusting c 0 by a constant factor dependent only on " pδq.
Proofs of Theorems 2.8 and 2.9
To prove Theorem 2.8, we combine Proposition 2.7 with LPP processes with northeast boundary weights, as opposed to the southwest boundary weights in (2.2). To introduce these processes, first define the weights q ω w,z,m,n pi, jq " ηpi, jqˆ1 tiďm,jďnu`1 tiďm,j"n`1u w`1 ti"m`1,jďnu 1´z( 6.1) for w, z P p0, 1q, m, n P Z ą0 , i P rm`1s and j P rn`1s. Then let q G w,z,m,n p,q pk, lq " max πPΠ p,q k,l ÿ pi,jqPπ q ω w,z,m,n pi, jq for p, k P rm`1s and q, l P rn`1s. (6.2) A comparison of (2.2)-(2.3) with (6.1)-(6.2) shows the distributional identity t q G w,z,m,n p,q pk, lq : p, k P rm`1s, q, l P rn`1su dist.
" t p G w,z m`1´p,n`1´q pm`1´k, n`1´lq : p, k P rm`1s, q, l P rn`1su (6.3)
Below we use (6.2) only with w " z and as before write z only once in the superscript. provided that k ď m and l ď n Proof. We prove the first two inequalities. The remaining two can be obtained in a similar manner. Write E 0 for the event q G z,m,n m`1,n`1 pi, 1q´q G z,m,n m`1,n`1 pi`1, 1q ą s i for i P rks q G z,m,n m`1,n`1 p1, jq´q G z,m,n m`1,n`1 p1, j`1q ď t j for j P rls. On account of (2.8), (6.3) and definition (2.32), the probability of E 0 can be given exactly:
Define the events E 1 and E 2 exactly as E 0 but replace the base point pm`1, n`1q with pm, n`1q and pm`1, nq, respectively. From the union bound and (6.3)-(6.4), one has PtE 1 u " PtE 1 X t q G z,m,n m,n`1 pk`1, 1q ě q G z,m,n m`1,n pk`1, 1quù PtE 1 X t q G z,m,n m,n`1 pk`1, 1q ă q G z,m,n m`1,n pk`1, 1quu ď PtE 0 u`Pt q G z,m,n m,n`1 pk`1, 1q ă q G z,m,n m`1,n pk`1, 1qu " PtE 0 u`Pt p G z 1,0 pm´k, nq ă p G z 0,1 pm´k, nqu. (6.5)
In bounding the first term on the right-hand side above, we also utilized this consequence of planarity and a.s. uniqueness of geodesics: If the geodesic from pm`1, n`1q to pk`1, 1q visits pm, n`1q then a.s. so does the geodesic from pm`1, n`1q to any point in tpi, 1q : i P rksu Y tp1, jq : j P rl`1su. Analogous reasoning gives
Pick " pδq ą 0 sufficiently small to have pm´k, nq P S δ{2 . On the two displayed lines below, the first inequality holds as a consequence of the definitions of the events E i , i P t0, 1, 2u, and the monotonicity in Lemma A.3. The second inequality holds for a constant c " cpδq ą 0, subject to the indicated restrictions on z by virtue of (6.5)-(6.6) and Proposition 2.7. These complete the proof in view of (6.4). Lemma 6.2. Let δ ą 0, k, l P Z ě0 , s P R k , t P R l and w, z P pδ, 1´δq with w ě z. There exists a constant C 0 " C 0 pδq ą 0 such that 0 ď f z,hor k,l ps, tq´f w,hor k,l ps, tq ď C 0 p1`log lqpw´zq 0 ď f w,ver k,l ps, tq´f z,ver k,l ps, tq ď C 0 p1`log kqpw´zq.
Proof. Writing s " ps i q iPrks and t " pt j q jPrls , the derivative of f z " f z,hor k,l ps, tq is given by
where the jth term in the second sum is interpreted as zero when t j ď 0. Since f z ą 0, (6.7) shows that f z is nonincreasing in z. To obtain the second inequality of the lemma, first note that the absolute value of the first term in (6.7) is at most If t p ď 0 for some p P rls then all term vanish on the right-hand side. In the case l P t0, 1u, one has ϕptq ď e´1p1´zq´1 similarly to (6.8) . Assume that l ą 1 and t p ą 0 for p P rls from here on. Our objective is to maximize ϕ over R l . To aid the next computation, change the variables via u p " 1´expt´t p p1´zqu P p0, 1q for p P rls. Then (6.9) turns into the following function of u " pu p q pPrls P p0, 1q l : Note that ψ l extends continuously to r0, 1s l , and the boundary values are given by ψ l puq| u j "0 " 0 and ψ l puq| u j "1 " ψ l´1 pu j q for j P rls, (6.11) where u j P R l´1 is obtained from u by deleting the jth coordinate.
The partial derivatives of ψ l are given by Since the function x Þ Ñ x´1 logp1´xq is strictly decreasing on p0, 1q, (6.13) holds if and only if the coordinates u r " v for r P rls for some v P p0, 1q such that
The left-hand side of (6.14) defines a continuous function g " gpvq on p0, 1q that is decreasing since its derivative
where the last inequality can be seen from the expansion logp1´tq "´ř 8 i"1 t i {i. Furthermore, the limits of g at the endpoints 0 and 1 can be computed as l and´8, respectively. Therefore, there exists a unique v P p0, 1q such that (6.14) holds. The next step is to verify that v ď 1´1 e 2 l . (6.15) Arguing by contradiction, suppose that (6.15) is false. Then, by the monotonicity of g, 0 ă gˆ1´1 e 2 l˙" 1´1´1 e 2 1´1 e 2 l p2`log lq ď 1´2ˆ1´1 e 2˙ă 0, (6.16) a contradiction. Therefore, (6.15) holds. Now, setting u j " v for j P rls in (6.10) leads to p1´zqψ l ppvq jPrls q "´lp1´vq logp1´vqv l´1 ď´p1´vq logp1´vq´pl´1qp1´vq logp1´vqv l´1 "´p1´vq logp1´vq´p1`logp1´vqqv l (6.17) ď 1 e`p 1`log lqv l ď 2`log l. (6.18) Line (6.17) above comes from (6.14). The first inequality in (6.18) bounds the two terms of (6.17) separately and uses (6.15) .
Putting together the bounds (6.8) and (6.18), using the positivity of (6.10) and recalling the boundary values from (6.11), one concludes that ψ l puq ď C 0 p1`log lq for some constant C 0 " C 0 pδq ą 0. (6.19) The second inequality of the lemma follows from (6.19) and the mean value theorem. The proofs of the remaining inequalities are similar. where ζ " ζpm´k, nq, ζ " ζpm, n´lq and η " ηpδq ą 0 is a constant to be chosen below. Lemmas 3.3(b) and 4.12 combined with the assumptions k, l ď 0 pm`nq 2{3 imply that w, z P p , 1´ q ą 0 for some constant " pδq ą 0, provided that m, n ě N 0 for some sufficiently large N 0 " N 0 pδ, 0 q ą 0. From the the choice of z and the first inequalities in Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2, one obtains that F m,n,hor k,l ps, tq ď f z,hor k,l ps, tq`expt´cpm`nqpζ´zq 3 u " f z,hor k,l ps, tq`1 pm`nq ηc ď f ζ,hor k,l ps, tq`Cp1`log lqpζ´zq`1 pm`nq ηc " f ζ,hor k,l ps, tq`Cp1`log lq Proof of Theorem 2.9. Let n P Z ą1 and k P rn´1s. Restrict to the full probability event on which the competition interface ϕ is well-defined. In the next display, the first equality follows from (2.37) and definition (2.38), and the subsequent equalities are due to definitions (2.35) and (2.23).
tϕ hor n ą ku " tpk`1, n´k`1q P T ver u " tG 2,1 pk`1, n´k`1q ă G 1,2 pk`1, n´k`1qu " tB hor 1,1 pk`1, n´k`1q ą B ver 1,1 pk`1, n´k`1u.
(6.20)
Put ζ " ζpk`1, n´kq and let z ą ζ to be chosen below. The next derivation begins with (6.20). The first inequality holds by virtue of Lemma A.3. The second inequality applies a union bound using the following implication of planarity and the uniqueness of geodesics (as in the proof of Lemma 6.1): If the vertex pk`2, n´k`1q is on the geodesic from p1, 2q to pk`2, n´k`2q then it must also be on the two geodesics from p1, 1q and p2, 1q to pk`2, n´k`2q. In terms of the northeast LPP process, this means that the inequality q G z k`1,n´k`2 p1, 2q ă q G z k`2,n´k`1 p1, 2q implies that q G z k`2,n´k`1 pi, jq " q G z k`2,n´k`2 pi, jq for pi, jq P tp1, 2q, p1, 1q, p2, 1qu, where the vertex pk`2, n´k`2q is omitted from the superscript for brevity. The second and third equalities in the derivation follow from (6.3) and (2.8), respectively.
Ptϕ hor n ď ku " PtB hor 1,1 pk`1, n´k`1q ď B ver 1,1 pk`1, n´k`1qu ď Pt q G z k`2,n´k`1 p1, 1q´q G z k`2,n´k`1 p2, 1q ď q G z k`2,n´k`1 p1, 1q´q G z k`2,n´k`1 p1, 2qu
ď Pt q G z k`2,n´k`2 p1, 1q´q G z k`2,n´k`2 p2, 1q ď q G z k`2,n´k`2 p1, 1q´q G z k`2,n´k`2 p1, 2qù Pt q G z k`1,n´k`2 p1, 2q ą q G z k`2,n´k`1 p1, 2qu " Pt p G z pk`1, n´k`1q´p G z pk, n´k`1q ď p G z pk`1, n´k`1q´p G z pk`1, n´kqù
Pt p G z 1,0 pk`1, n´kq ą p G z 0,1 pk`1, n´kqu " ż 8 0 ze´z x ż 8
x p1´zqe´p 1´zqy dydx`PtZ z,hor pk`1, n´kq ą 0u
" z`PtZ z,hor pk`1, n´kq ą 0u. (6.21)
To avoid a vacuous statement, assume that δ P p0, 1{2q. Work with k P rδn, p1´δqns and n ě N 0 for some sufficiently large N 0 " N 0 pδq ą 0 that ensures that the preceding interval contains some integers. Then, by the assumption z ą ζ, x ?
x`?1´x`C 0ˆl og n n˙1 {3 for some constants c 0 " c 0 pδq ą 0 and C 0 " C 0 pδq ą 0. The last bound also holds for n P t2, . . . , N 0 u after adjusting C 0 .
To prove complementary lower bound, use Lemma A.3 to replace the first inequality of the long display above with PtB hor 1,1 pk`1, n´k`1q ď B ver 1,1 pk`1, n´k`1qu ě Pt q G z k`1,n´k`2 p1, 1q´q G z k`1,n´k`2 p2, 1q ď q G z k`1,n´k`2 p1, 1q´q G z k`1,n´k`2 p1, 2qu and follow similar steps. The proof of the second bound is completely analogous. for x P R ą0 .
A.2. Crossing (comparison) lemma. The next lemma states a well-known monotonicity of planar first-and last-passage percolation. Different proofs are given in Lemma 6.2 of [18] and in Lemma 4.6 of [21] .
Lemma A.3. Let the LPP values G p,q pm, nq be defined as in (2.1) with arbitrary real weights tωpi, jqu. Then the following inequalities hold.
G i,j pm`1, nq´G i`1,j pm`1, nq ď G i,j pm, nq´G i`1,j pm, nq ď G i,j pm, n`1q´G i`1,j pm, n`1q; (A.3) G i,j pm, n`1q´G i,j`1 pm, n`1q ď G i,j pm, nq´G i,j`1 pm, nq ď G i,j pm`1, nq´G i,j`1 pm`1, nq. (A.4)
